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serves that the Fed makes available to them to make new loans?

WHERE ARE WE?
In the pickle pot, in a dilemma,
in a mess, in confusion and
muddling through the first skirmish of the “Mother of all
Wars” ! You are in a deflationary depression regardless of
what your Earth brother broker
will tell you. No? Oh I see,
your “inJlationary ” EXPERTS
say it has to be inflationary?
Why? Undoubtedly the prices
of some things will continue to
climb for a while--but you must
look to the banking/Federal Reserve svstem for vour clues.
The Fed must iilitially make reserves available to ihe banking
system.
The Fed does this
mostly by buying government
bills,
assets--treasury
paper
notes, and bonds from the
Fhyiing system and crediting
accounts
accordingly.
Then, in your fractional reserve
system, the banks can make new
loans and create new deposits
for their customers up to several
times their new reserves. It is,
in reality, a legalized confidence
game (scam). As long as the
banks are willing to make loans,
the Fed can expand deposits and
currency and, hence, debt, and
also the purchasing (spending)
rate. The Fed has nightmares,
however; what if the banks run
out of “credit-worthy” borrowers who refuse to use the re-

The Fed is locked into this
continuing credit expansion. It
cannot stop. If ever bank lending slows, then the game is over
and a scramble for liquidity begins.
Banks and thrifts and
other creditors will rush to salvage what they can from their
nonperforming loan portfolios.
Remember, if debts are not repaid by the borrowers, the
creditors will rush to salvage
what they can from their nonperforming loan portfolios.
This is debunked
by the
“inflationists” by saying that the
Fed can always create more and
more and more money--and I
have told you that they can do
this, as well as telling you that
there
is ONLY
credit--no
MONEY. So far, then, the argument holds up--BUT--they
somehow fail to understand the
essential second step in the
credit
expansion
process,
namely that the banks must use
the reserves created by the Fed
If they
to make new loans.
don’t, then the Fed is merely
pushing on a string--a wet one
at that--and is helpless to continue the expansion.
The Fed
found itself in this precise mess
in the 1930’s. Banks had huge
excess reserves but refused to
use them to make loans. The
banks were scared to death to
make new loans. After all, you
..
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lost some 40%--some 10,000 of
your 25,000 banks! This was
between 1930 and the “bank
closings” under Roosevelt in
1933. The banks were petrified
they were so scared. The economic climate of the 1930’s was
highly uncertain. You still had
some 9 million people out of
work by 1939 and your population ratio had a much more pronounced percentage of unemployed--that was about 17-18
percent of the work force.
Therefore, it required over a
decade to pull you out of the
depression and required a war,
in addition.
World War II
saved the “bacon” by allowing
banks to have enough confidence to make loans related to
war materiel.
These, further,
were secured by government
spending--it is a spiral that
eventually gets totally out of
control.
DEMISE OF GOLD
STANDARD
You must remember, as we discuss this situation of then vs.
now, that the BIG difference
was the demise of the gold standard. The main constraint on
credit expansion
in today ’s
circumstance, is high interest
rates. You are going to see the
credit expansion stretched to the
outer limits of this interest constraint and, as with a rubberband, it will reach its capacity
to stretch and snap.
#lO

Don’t be misled by the prattling
or the little perturbations and
ups and downs as things fluctuate. Remember that all existing
commercial loans and now over
50% of home mortgages have
VARIABLE interest rates.
As
rates rise, many companies and
individuals will simply not be
able to meet the increases because their profits and salaries
will not keep pace with the rising burden. This, in turn, is referred to as a liquidity squeeze.
Two items should be watched
with the microscope and be prepared to move rapidly. One is
called Total Fed Credit and the
other is Total Reserves.
Total Fed Credit is essentially
the Fed’s total assets on paper.
These are mostly securities purchased by the Fed and are an
accurate measure of Fed Credit
Expansion.
The total now is
somewhere around $263 Billion.
That is a mammoth number.
The Fed is locked into creating
even MORE reserves for the
banking system.
Are the banks using these reserves to make new loans? Well
now, you have to turn and look
at the total reserves, which are
liabilities of the Fed. Total reserves are mostly deposits at the
Fed that banks are required to
keep against their outstanding
loan levels. If total reserves are
rising, then bank loans are expanding. There was a sharp rise
in total reserves beginning back
in February of 1985, for instance, just at the point where
the dollar turned WEAK AND
GOLD BEGAN TO RISE.
Then in 1987, total reserves
leveled off at around $60 Billion
and have remained at about that
level since. This is evidence,
friends, that bank loans are NO
LONGER EXPANDING, AND
THE CREDIT EXPANSION
PROCESS HAS PEAKED.

ARE THE FEDS
ALL-POWERFUL?
Pretty nearly--but as with all
things--there
are flaws and
holes. The Fed can control its
assets but not its liabilities. It
can buy all the government securities it wants, to create reserves for the banks, but it can
not control either the demand
for currency in circulation or
bank loans. People decide on
how many reserve bank notes
they want to carry around, and
banks themselves decide on
whether or not to make new
loans. So when you hear people
say “the government will never
permit another deflationary depression”, they simply don’t
recognize the facts nor how
important those constraints are
on the power of the Fed. In
short, without other intervention
of some kind from the Powers
that Be, the Fed would be powerless to stop a deflationary
collapse once it starts the snowball course.
Once a “run on the dollar” begins, people of the world over
will scramble to get rid of dollars and return to their own currency. You know that foreigners hold hundreds of billions of
dollar assets in the U.S. A drop
in the stock, bond, or real estate
markets would easily trigger a
flight from these assets--AND
IS NOW UNDER WAY!!
PULLING OUT
While you have been distracted
by contracted manipulations in
Desert Shield/Storm, flag-waving and killing, another storm
with greater “long-term” consequence rages out of control
within your own borders--unspoken of on the controlled media and the hype goes on ad
nauseam .
Money funds are pulling out of
CD’s
and
dumping
bank
‘,
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commercial paper. Foreign investors are letting their U.S.
CD’s expire.
Depositors with
multiple accounts of $100,000
fear they will soon be limited to
a total of $100,000 in insurance at best so they are beginning to pull their money out.

The mass withdrawals from the
Bank of New England, the
largest in recent memory, left
the authorities so shocked that
they decided to do something
they had hoped would NEVER
BE NEEDED AGAIN--PAY
OFF ALL UNINSURED DEPOSITORS IN FULL--you see,
they had some “very important”
investors.
Further, this was
supposed to inspire confidence
in the banking system--but it has
continued its slump anyhow
and, like a landslide, it will zip
downward.
What you may not realize, however, is that when they say that
the recession will be over by
mid-year, they may very well
mean it--again, to suck you in
for they can print enough new
money to stall this thing until
the Elite are safely into gold-(OUT OF THE NATION).
Surprise: the reason the Bush
son is set up in Bahrain is to receive and stash gold bought
without
going
thro6gh
the
banking system and keep the
dealings out of the U.S. as far
as public “eye” is concerned.
This is a rigged deal set up and
orchestrated with private contracts between George Bush and
the “Royal” Sabahs of Kuwait.
Now are you really surprised to
learn that the agreements were
drawn, orchestrated and the outcome set prior to this little fiasco in the ,Middle East? Sic,
Sic. Even I told you that over
and over again. Moreover, look
at the oil wells burning--isn’t
that just a real sight? Don’t you
just drool in horror at all that
black smoke and pollution?
#lO

But watch the cvcnts of the
great front page item, the most
shocking of all to depositors and
regulators
alike--the
crisis at
Citicorp.
Although Citicorp is
not necessarily the weakest of
the New York banks, it is certainly the largest among those
;IJhich are in grave danger of
:otal disaster. Citicorp is laying
off a big bunch of employees
and depositors are starting to
tremble.
Citibank is Citicorp’s main subsidiary and it has significantly
more capital, as a percent of assets, than Bank of New England
had in its final months: some
It is NOT
4.8% vs. 0.8%.
enough to survive more than a
very slight recession.
Citicorp
is already buried in spoiled,
worthless real estate loans.
Here is where you get your clue
as to the
intent
vs.
the
“accidentally
being
caught”
picture.
Once it became obvious that real estate values were
collapsing,
you would
think
Citicorp would have cut back
sharply, especially in the highrisk areas. Instead, in 1990, the
bank lent over $12 billion to developers
for commercial
real
estate projects--more
than six
times the amount
loaned in
1980--and the highest for the
past decade.
Rotten apples
somewhere in the barrel, perhaps?
The vacancy rates zoomed upward, loan payments to Citicorp
became indeed sparse. Property
values dropped,
sinking below
the amount
that the holding
company,
as well as other
banks, lent to developers.
However, the pain and agony
does not stop there.
Citicorp
carries a delinquency
rate on
resic!cntial mortgages five times
as high as the national average.
‘l’hey have other problems, too,
as ot!ler customer loan delin-

quencies are also HUGE. Until
recently, Citicorp management-from Wriston to Reed--thought
that it could protect the bank
from the ravages of big loan defaults by leaning heavily toward
the consumer
loan business.
“Safety in numbers” was their
motto, based on the assumption
that large numbers of small consumers would not default. They
were WRONG.
Their loan defaults are mind-blowing
and
surging.
There is no way to
stop the thing--there
is only
knowing that it IS coming and
gauging your activities accordingly.
Look at that which you have in
just this ONE bank: There is no
other bank large enough to buy
Citibank; the resources
for a
government bailout, which were
abundantly available in the mid1980’s, are now gone; the econa
omy, rather than enjoying
prolonged boom, is now plunging, and, most important, even
if money could be created on
the “printing presses”, the resulting bulge in the federal
deficits would torpedo the bond
market, dragging down the government itself right along with
it.
Some think the FDIC can pull a
trick off--forget it. Others believe the Treasury Department
will come on the white horse.
That is what happened in December when the Bank of New
England went under and it was
decided to cover all losses.
At
that time the Treasury made a
$1 BILLION cash injection directly but it was simply a gamble that has proven to have
failed. The extra $1 BILLION
didn’t stop the run. It did not
prevent the failure.
All it did
was increase the size of the federal deficit (for you-the-people).
If the Treasury tried to do the
same for all large banks in trouble, the surging federal deficit
would sink the bond markets.
‘4
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That leaves only one group to
pay for the big losses at the
banks--the depositors!
No
mutter how shocking this may
be, it is an event that is dead
ahead. It is going to bc a to&l
Brothers,
financial
shock.
check it out and if your deposits are in a sick bank that
cannot be restored to financial
health, you will lose: Direct access to your funds before and
after a bank holiday; all or
most of the interest income over
the next several years and, at
minimum, as much as 50% of
your principal at the very best.
Remember
that Rhode Island
“bank holiday”
the Governor
ordered?
The order closed the
state-charted
banks and credit
unions--on Januarv 2.
There
were over 300,000 accounts involved. BUT, BUT, BUT--with
all but 14 institutions open
again for business, there are
still 300,000 accounts frozen!
What happened was that the
original estimate was grossly
understated--as with all bad
news as it hits you the public-slow poison so you don’t know
right off that you are dead.
Two months later--these depositors are still locked out of their
Under thq current
money.
“proposal” from the governor’s
office, the best they cun hope
beuring
f or is non-interest
script which will mature in four
years.
What if you are one of the ones
stuck in such a situation--in any
state, for it is coming to ALL-with all this “funny”
nonAll you can. do is do
money.
without or hope you can find
someone who will take it off
your handsand
a good estimate
of exchange value would be a
HIGH of 15-20 cents per dollar.
Hold your breath now, for you
are going to be able to evalunte
how bad it might be for you in
#lO

similar circumstances if you do
not reside in Rhode Island. The
private Rhode Island insurance
fund had MORE
BACKING
PER $100 OF INSURED DEPOSITS
THAN
THE FDIC.’
And, it is true that the FDIC has
the backing of the Treasury-however, the Treasury Department itself will run out of funds
because of the declining
investors.
The Treasury’s only
option will come to be to abandon the banks and abort any ongoing rescue operations.
There
is nothing I can do for you,
friends, except lay it before you
and possibly urge you, again, to
find out about both investments
using gold as collateral and utilizing corporations properly.
I
do not have time to go through
this again and again--if you have
interest in some measure of protection--see if you can get help
through America West.
I simply have no “human” means to
tend each of your investments
nor plan of salvation.
WHAT ABOUT THAT
MONEY EXCHANGE?
The Fort Worth branch of the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing has been printing
up a
storm. They printed up all the
exchange currency ior the Soviets and are now working around
the clock on “anti-counterfeiting” notes with all this microprinting, etc. Be prepared, for
when they “introduce” this mess
of confusion upon you, it can go
in a myriad directions but you
can be sure you will lose in the
deal.
It will be sudden and, just as
with the Soviets, there will be
LOW--HIGH-LIMITS.
There
will probably be a 10 for one
ratio in exchange.
You will
have piles of papers to fill out
and if you try to exchange too
much cash beyond that which
you would have from, say, three
pay periods--you
will forfeit a

bunch.
If you have big bills
you will be held responsible and
if “THEY” decide you might
have garnered the funds illicitly-they will confiscate it.
You
will definitely be asked to come
up with documentation of WHY
you hold cash in large amounts-and yet, if you fail to exchange
it, the old will be like the confederate money--WORTHLESS.
IT IS ALREADY
WORTHLESS FOR A BILL REPRESENTS
ONLY
A CREDIT
NOTE AND NOT MONEY AT
ALL.
You think it can’t happen? Yugoslavia is having a 10,000 to
one currency devaluation effective 1991. France will replace
the 20 franc note (about $4
U.S.) with a new coin in 1992.
The British Royal Mint has been
minting Iraq’s circulating coins
for several
years,
including
1990.
And watch out because the IRS
has acknowledged
that electronically transmitted returns are
NOT PROCESSED THROUGH
IRS’ NORMAL PROCESSING
PIPELINE,
WHICH
INCLUDES
GRADING
AND
SCORING
FOR AUDIT POTENTIAL--INSTANTLY.
In
fact, you only have nine states
where you can file electronically
with returns that have “balances
due” this year.
All taxpayers
that are due a refund, however,
can file electronically,
regardless of his/her state. Good luck!
THE

ORDER!

I am going to leave this subject
as such and turn to “THE ORDER”.
You just experienced
how the “ORDER” creates war
and revolution.
Now it is important that you listen to me for
this is important to your confirmation of fact.
President
George
Bush is a
high-ranking
member
of the
5
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Skull and Bones (“The Order”).
The Cheney
family
(Richard
is also
Cheney,
Sec. Def.)
prominent in Skull & Bones and
involved, all through and about,
is Danny Quayle’s family. Cheney’s family were active in
“The Order” even before the
first Bush member, Prescott).
As the attack on Iraq happened
so did the shoe drop in the Soviet Union.
The Leninists
moved one step back and glasand
perestroika
were
nost
brought to an instant halt as the
troops
moved
on the Baltic
States. Gorbachev claimed “no
knowledge”,
etc., but we all
know it was not so.
However,
perhaps you missed
the fact that of the ONE BILLION dollar credits granted to
the Soviet
Union
by your
Congress and the Administration
(and then supposedly
held up
because of the nasty behavior of
the Soviet troops)--“9”“0”--90
(NINETY) PERCENT
had already been drawn down!--the
cargo holds were already fully
loaded with your grain before
the police move was made.
Now,
in the madness
and
distraction--after
the troops began to move out and now that
you had all “that help” ?rom the
Soviets with Iraq--the Soviets
now get an additional credit line
which YOU THINK was the
original $1 billion amount.
Ah,
the hand is surely quicker than
the eye when the eyes are
wrapped in rose-colored
paper
and the visions--shown as with a
movie
scenario--exactly
that
which they want to show you.
You still think this was a little
war?
Ask the families of the
over 100,000 (70,000 of which
were but children) slain Iraqis in
Baghdad.
Ask about the additional 30,000 to 50,000 slain
persons on the roads back to
Iraq.
Ask the families of the
#lO
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SANANDA

Greetings
Thomas,
I
am
Sananda in radiance and service
unto God/The Father.
Be at
peace for though you grow
weary, I shall give you strength.
Our journey just begins, so let
us shore up that in thine preparations the journey may be filled
with joy and new discovery and
a glad and light heart. To be in
service unto God and man during this time is the greatest of
all honors and it is one that also
is to be experienced in gratitude, humbleness, joy, and
please, let us not forget laughter. For laughter heals the heart
and mends the wounds and
changes the literal vibration
within an organism.
Together
the journey will be made, @gether the jobs will be completed, and together you shall
enter in my realms.. .the Father’s realms. ..the realms of
light wherein all wounds will be
healed and the fountain of life
shall flow unto you, renewing
and revitalizing the essence of
light within. Give thanks.
Has it not been said that each
shall struggle with self during
this period? You are witness to
it.
Each judges, finds fault,
casts forth the stones.. .none,
seemingly, looking back unto
self as the source of all confusion, misery and imbalance.
When ones begin to look to &f
rather than the projections onto
another, then one small step
forward will have been made.
Until that time it is like the
hamster and the wheel.. .round
and round
and round
it
goes.. .getting nowhere.
Our ones must hold strong, for
you are not given to know the
effect of God’s Word on Satan’s
plan. There has been much that
has transpired in the Gulf of
which you know nothing, and
indeed, shall never know. Do
you not think the pressures on

Saddam were not beyond anything that has ever been placed
upon a human...or
certainly
great, indeed ? Was it not the
better part of wisdom to go
down in defeat than to unleash
unbridled death and destruction?
What makes you think that perhaps God has not spoken to
Saddam? Are you not greatly
pleased that there will be troops
coming back to the home front
where they are truly needed?
God works in mysterious ways
His
wonders
to
perform...mysterious only in that it
remains unknown to you. It is
not over, yet. If you are given
reprieve where you may have a
period of relative peace and stability
the
home
front.. .TAg
THE OPPORTUNITY TO REGAIN SOME
MEASURE
OF INDEPENDENCE UNDER YOUR CONSTITUTION. IF GOD GIVES
YOU AN OPEN WINDOW
THROUGH
WHICH
YOU
MAY DO FUTHER WORK
AND YOU DO IT NOT. ..IT
SHALL BE ONLY YOURSELVES TO BLAME IN THE
ENDING.
Give thanks that the destruction
is coming to an end.
KEEP
YOUR EYES UPON THE EUPHRATES, BELOVED.
What we project to you are
probabilities and possibilities.
The probabilities are ever in a
state of flux.
Within God’ s
realms ALL THINGS ARE
POSSIBLE. This includes, beloved, evil ones changing their
minds!
Let us close this, Thomas.
I Am Sananda
317191
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Peace. I Am Sananda, Thomas,
and I come in radiance and service unto God.
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Last evening you heard your
President speak to America in
triumph.
Wherein was this
victory? There were no standing ovations in Heaven! Do you
count the senseless slaughter of
untold thousands of Kuwaiti
citizens, women, children, elderly on a road.. .leaving to
what they perceived to be
safety...do you count this as a
wondrous victory? God shakes
His head in dismay and disgust
at that which has taken place.
For God hears the crys of the
ones as they are torn to pieces,
the agony of being ripped suddenly from their physical forms.
The shock of the sudden transition. No, there were no standing ovations in heaven.
And now the ground work shall
be carefully and skillfully laid
for you to willingly surrender
unto this New World Order
plan. Why is it, do you suppose, that transportation and
crime are next on his dubious
agenda? You as citizens must
rapidly come into your understanding that it is the Constitution that they wish to remove
from their way...and it shall be
done to perfection without so
much as a shot unless you, YES
YOU
awaken and take action
-3
to prevent it. Do I advocate
REVOLUTION?
The revolution, as always, begins with the
individual mind. You have a
wondrous document that, if followed, would restore balance to
your nation, and then the world
would truly have an example
which to follow.
But as portions of this wondrous document
are set aside and the dictator
Bush does what he pleases under
the auspices of Alliance.. . then
you lose a part of yourselves
with each paction, each bill
which is passed. And soon they
shall ban guns...gradually
at
first. But guns shall be first on
their agenda, for they may not
physically control the masses if
they are armed. And then they
#lO

shall restrict freedom of movement. For if they control your
movements they may contain
you in isolated regions.. .or
should I, perhaps, more properly refer to them as New
States.. .for this is their plan to
redivide the United States of
America into
New region
States...nine of them. Will you
allow it? If you do not make
your feelings known, who shall?
Do you think that your individual STATE government is powerless? Nay.. . the hope lies with
your individual state governments if they will merely see it
and pass such measures as the
23rd Amendment presented in
California
to restore
your
CONSTITUTION.. .it
is
a
wondrous model for the entire
nation. Hear what I am saying
for the hourglass is empty and
on its side.. .will you take action
before the glass is turned? Or
shall the final countdown be one
in which you continue to watch
your freedoms escape from
you.. .one at a time.. .until finally it matters not. ..just one
more
freedom
gone.. . we’ll
never miss it. Won’t you?

Mental health among your U.S.
troops -- Is U.S. sending soldiers to the Persian Gulf in
chains? -- What is Baker hiding?
-- This is another NO-WIN
WAR. -- Israel: ‘Vengeance is
mine’ -- Support our troops--get
us out of the Middle East! -Political Zionism is born -Weakness in Israel’s military -Israel’s racists policies and arms
industry -- The role of Communism in Israel -- Zionists
simply eliminate opposition -Doubles, robotoids and replicas
-- Executive Orders and The
Protocols--how they are already
controlling
our lives today --

Blood and destruction behind
the curtain of American sponsored censorship.

OUR NEWEST
SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL--THE
ANTICHRIST WHORE OF
BABYLON

by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Privacv In a Fishbowl
Cry ofThe Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.”
*Rape, Rava e, Pillage and
Plunder of the 5 hoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Sla The Dragon
The Naked PYloenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred IJniverse
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained Sands
Shrouds of The Seventh Seal-GOING TO PRESS TODAY,
THE BITTER COMMUNION
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EXPRESS
TO SPEAK

George Green lecture Saturday,
March 23, 2-5 PM. Cost $7.00
per person, Rickey ’s Hyatt
House, 4219 El Camino Real
(NE comer of El Camino and
Charleston), Palo Alto, CA
(415) 493-8000,
Camino D
Room,
Ballroom
complex
(Behind Hugo’s Market)

I Am Sananda
********

FeTival Is Only Ten Feet From

ALSO: Sunday, March 24, 2-5
PM Berkeley Conference Center, 2105 Bancroft, 2nd Floor,
Host Room, Berkeley, CA,
(415) 491-1651 for additional
info.
PHOENIX

INSTITUTE

The window
for investment
through the Phoenix Institute
is now open, but closing fast.

This book is MUST reading for
anyone who desires to know the
TRUTH about the causes of the
war in the Middle East and what
the DRASTIC
“HELL
ON
EARTH” results will be if the
peoples of the world do not put
a stop to it VERY SOON.

Please contact us for more details as soon as ppossible.
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